
Subject: Re: Why is RenCorner so dead?
Posted by iRANian on Tue, 01 Oct 2013 18:53:10 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Quote:I am a lone soldier fighting for what is right.

Trojan/Volcom is a corrupt sleezeball. Anyone with two or more handles used simultaneously are
not trustworthy.

Trojan/Volcom and his history with Renegade is absolutely terrifying. He has bought communities
in the past only to destroy them within a short amount of time, as well as 
hilarious attempts at starting up his own community. Ironically, most if not all attempts (including
purchasing as well as creating communities) included that middle-aged worthless
human being shaitan - the fuck got fired from Wal-Mart - while he made fun of Xpert becomming a
Manager at McDonalds? As a member of the RenCorner community, I tried to 
warn Animoski right when Trojan came around, that he would be bad news and there is more than
probably some kind of ploy with shaitan.

He is COMPLETELY incapable of running a community. When Animoski ran shit, downtime would
be at most, 20 minutes and on average about 5 minutes. Remember when Animoski got banned,
it took Trojan about a week
to get all his stolen already functional servers working? I bet you didn't know he also wiped 3 other
communities that were hosted on the same servers at the same time, just to get rid of an invisible
intruder. Pathetic, absolutely pathetic.

Trojan/Volcom is not the intended owner of RenCorner, he only manipulated all you slow brained
retards by buying everyone a copy of Killing Floor and giving away status
to people in the community that Animoski would actually spend time on considering, instead of
just giving it out. Yes, he bought Animoski out, but all you sacks of crap did the same thing.

Trojan/Volcom ABUSED the good nature of Animoski by taking his weaknesses and abusing it.
Animoski does not come from money, he wasn't born in a rich family that would later allow him to
make $300K a year, however Trojan/Volcom has and flaunted money around Animoski and the
ENTIRE RenCorner community for months, all to gain your trust. Let's not forget, Trojan/Volcom
originally "invested" over $1,000 in a hosting 
company called "NeronHost" that at the time and for months after did not even have a website, for
co-ownership with Animoski and as a side bonus, included becomming Head Administrator at
RenCorner.

All of you that have turned your back on Animoski is a damn fool. He actually trusted you guys
with more than half his power that came from status and you spat in his face and i'm disgusted
with the worthless people in this community.

Animoski; you will never know who I am or did all that i've done for you. If you happen to read this,
check your e-mail.

LOL
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